
LEVEL 1 
DESCRIPTIVE PHASE

DAY 1
>  Intro and Theory
>  ELT concept
>  Azure ML intro
>  Power BI intro

DAY 2

>  Basic Statistics
>  Cleansing with Power BI 
    & Azure ML
>  Statistics in Azure ML
>  Power BI Dashboard

LEVEL 2
DIAGNOSTIC PHASE

DAY 3
>  Recap of Level 1 
    (descriptive)
>  Statistic Level 2
>  Distribution
>  Probabilities
>  Confidence Level and 
    Intervals
>  P-Value
>  Correlation
>  Simple linear 
    Regression

>  Statistical Activity 
    AzureML
>  Data Pre-Processing
>  ETL Process

DAY 4
>  Recap on Day 3
>  Statistic Level 2
>  Correlation
>  Simple linear 
    Regression
>  Statistical Activity 
    AzureML
>  Intro to R Language
>  Why R

>  R Studio Interface
>  Data wrangling and 
    Cleaning with R

DAY 5
>  Recap on Day 4
>  Association Rules
>  SQL Intro
>  Rules to Follow to 
    create Effective 
    Dashboard
>  Full Story Dashboard
>  Analysis with Power-BI
>  Survey and Quiz
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ABOUT US

DATA ANALYTICS PRACTITIONER

Course Duration
The Data Analytics- Prescriptive Phase is an 
interactive 5-days event, designed as follows:

•  5 workdays
•  9am - 5pm, including 2 coffee breaks and a    
   light lunch

Workshop Prerequisites
•  Each Participant to attend with his/her Laptop 
    and Mobile-Data Connection
•  Very Good Command of English
•  Familiar with Microsoft Excel
•  Very Good PC Skills

LEVEL (1+2) DESCRIPTIVE & DIAGNOSTIC PHASE

Engineered for the future trainings.
Trust an International Organization that gives you access to knowledge around the clock. Don’t miss this 
program, where in addition to our session you will have life-time access to the program’s materials through 
our online e-learning platform from the comfort of your home or through your smartphone. This system was 
especially created to suit your work and life schedule

Egypt: +01 09 889 1700   |   UAE:    +971 5639 29251   |   KSA:    +966 5386 70487    |   USA:    +1 616-224-0070

Data Analytics level (1+2) is 
part of the certification 
program: 
Data Analytics Practitioner 
by OPEX Canada 



>   Streaming Data
      o Event Data
      o Time series data
>   Historical data

>   Identify | remove 
     quality issues
>   Label | structure
>   Add context

>   Align data
      o Existing data sets
      o Common 
            vocabulary 

>   Descriptive 
>   Predictive & Prescriptive
      o Machine leaning
      o Natural Lang. Proc.
      o Image processing
      o Computer vision

>   Histograms | Bar    
      charts
>   Scatter plots
>   Heat maps
>   Network Analysis

>   Custom | Dashboard 
      alerts
      o Spike in Traffic
      o Goal completion/ 
            miss
>   Email notification 

DATA ANALYTICS
FRAMEWORK

COLLECTION

CLEANING

INTEGRATION

ANALYSIS

VISUALIZATION

ALERTING

>  Interested in a career as Data Analyst?
>  Find yourself drowning in data and need to learn how to best utilize them?
>  Want to use your data for an advanced customer experience?
>  Don’t always know how to take the right decision based on solid data, but rather go with your instinct?
>  Raw data is useless, so join us to help you make sense of your data
>  Data Analytics Professionals are the ones who are currently in demand across the global industrial & 
    business levels.

Symbios Consulting will make the complex Data Analytics 
learning experience seem quite simple with a well-planned and 
highly advanced training program.

Getting enrolled in our Data Analytics training program will be 
the perfect ordeal for making it big in your Data Analytics 
professional career. We will also provide you with a certification 
from International organizations and professional Trainers, 
Which will be of a great value in this dynamic career field

 The course will be covering four different learning modules, 
which will surely boost your career skills, which are in demand 
across the present industry level.

Symbios Consulting is best known for delivering complete 
inside-out knowledge to the aspirants who are aiming at making 
a career in a certain industry. 

What we Promise:
>   Learn the concepts from the industry 
     experts.
>   The best learning experience.
>   Hands on experience in working with 
     real-time projects and case studies.
>   Flexible class timings.
>   Interaction with Data Analytics Industry 
     experts.

All over the world, demand for analytics 
training is on the rise with every passing 
day.

Our course will be offered in Egypt, KSA, the 
UAE and the US respectively.


